COMPANY DESCRIPTION

- Toronto-based company and recognized industry leader in authentication and identity
- Backed by the nation’s largest financial institutions
- Focused on citizen/consumer-centric networks with Privacy and Security by design

British Columbia Service Card – Card management and authentication

- EMV chip in the smart card
- One card vs 2 (health and drivers) in the Province
- Includes the reader software and mobile reader/validator
- 4 million+ cards in market

Authentication broker service for privacy enhanced federated online login

- 80+ federal departments including CRA and Revenue Quebec and Province of Ontario
- 17+ million registrations using credentials from 16 Financial Institutions Partners

Powering the Banks-backed Identity & Data Sharing Network in Canada

- Developed in partnership with Canada’s largest financial institutions
- Supporting banks, telcos, credit agencies and governments sharing
- Distributed operation for improved Trust, Privacy and Resiliency
COLLABORATION: AREAS OF INTEREST

• Digital trust for citizen/consumers
• Digital identity and data sharing networks
• Distributed Ledger Technology (blockchain) and identity and data sharing
• Verifiable Credentials and other claims
• Interoperability of networks for identity
PARTNERS AND EXPERTISE

Existing Partnerships

• Canadian FIs (banks and credit unions)
• Canadian Telcos (Enstream)
• Equifax Canada
• Multiple technology sector partnerships e.g. Onfido
• Multiple jurisdictions e.g. US DHS developing digital credential that will be accepted by TSA; CRA for taxpayer data sharing

Desired Partnerships/Missing Expertise

• To be discussed
CONTACT DETAILS

Firm Name: SecureKey Technologies
Your Name: Eric Swedersky, Dmitry Barinov
Email Address: eric.swedersky@securekey.com
dmitry.barinov@securekey.com
Phone Number: 416-477-5625
Company web site: www.securekey.com
B2Match Profiles: Eric Swedersky, Dmitry Barinov
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